
Don’t guess what resonates with likely voters. Public opinion research can 
identify the one or two most important parts of your funding proposal, which 
can then be showcased in a yard sign’s core message. Don’t make the voter 
jump through too many mental hoops. 

If there is a ballot title associated with a referendum, that needs to take 
center stage on the yard sign. And, of course, it should indicate which way 
the campaign wants voters to vote. 

18” x 24” is a large enough sign to get voters’ attention. However, make 
sure it’s printed on two sides and properly positioned when installed. The 
passersby should be able to read the sign coming and going.  

If the public entity for which the campaign is advocating has a strong image, 
consider using their colors for the yard sign. The same holds true when it 
comes to branding. However, the public entity’s brand should not be duplicated 
but rather simply used as inspiration for the campaign branding. 

Imagine what the local landscape will look like when the campaign’s yard 
signs are installed? Will it be summer, fall, spring or winter? It’s amazing 
how many yard signs are camouflaged due to their color and the landscape.

If the yard sign is advocating for a school district’s 
funding proposal, and there are multiple high 
schools in the district, be very careful when 
selecting colors. Do not try to weave in each high 
school’s colors. 

Yard signs can be expensive when using more than 
two colors. And if custom colors are used, there are 
usually added fees for each custom color. However, 
if the campaign has developed a powerful brand that 
uses custom colors, it’s worth paying the added fee 
to match those colors on the yard sign. 

Election laws often require that the name of the 
committee paying for yard signs be printed on the 
yard sign in a certain minimum size font. Triple 
check that any and all required information  
is printed on the yard signs. 

Will a large percentage of likely voters go to a 
referendum campaign’s website? No. That holds 
true even if the committee aggressively promotes 
the website. However, the domain name should still 
appear on the yard sign. Adding a QR code is also 
sometimes a nice touch. 

Voters need to know what they are voting for, 
including the organization behind the funding 
proposal. It doesn’t have to be the full formal  
name, but at least something close.

Lesson #6: 
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Campaign committees often want to load up every possible message 
they can on a yard sign. It just doesn’t work. Given that most voters 
view yard signs while driving by, less is more.

Following are additional helpful hints to consider when designing an 
impactful yard sign:

If a referendum campaign wants its yard 
signs to stand out from the crowd, the 
decision to use red, white and blue is 
probably not a good one. Yes, it’s patriotic, 
but so are the 10 other yard signs for that 
election cycle. 

While red and black are ideal colors for a 
fire district’s yard sign, they are often used 
by opposition campaigns and not advocacy 
efforts. Unless the public entity’s colors are red 
and black and its branding is well known, it’s 
often best to choose a different color palette. 

Impactful yard signs are 
both an art and a science. 
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This 10-part series brings together  
some of the most important campaign lessons 
that members of the Beyond Your Base team 
have learned throughout the past 28 years. 
We also provide a behind-the-scenes look at 
strategies employed by citizen-led campaign 
committees that were highly successful.  
 
 

Beyond Your Base (BYB) is a public affairs and 
pre-referendum consulting group of Wight 
& Company that develops and implements 
comprehensive public engagement programs 
that incorporate voter analytics, public opinion 
research and strategic communications.  

BYB’s focus is on engaging taxpayers and other 
stakeholders to deliver capital improvement 
projects that are truly community-driven. 
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